
ARE YOU A SHOPPING LOVER?
FOLLOW US...IT'S SHOPPING TIME!

                           Shopping Pack (4 days/3 nts)
                                      

                          

Day 1:  Pick up the car and transfer from Milano airport  to 4* hotel, dinner and overnight stay.

Day 2: breakfast at hotel. Start your day with a visit to Franciacorta Wine cellar. (62 km)

This Lombard area is famous for sparkling wine production.

Vine cultivation has been a constant in Franciacorta, where grapes were grown from Roman times to late antiquity and

the Middle Ages, thanks to its favourable climatic and soil conditions. Though it experience good and bad periods

alike, viticulture in these lands never stopped. 

Discover how the Franciacorta are born through one of our visits and tastings routes.

Lunch in a winery and afternoon dedicated to visit the famous Franciacorta Outlet Shopping Village.

Surrounded by beautiful landscape of Franciacorta,  the Outlet Village is more or less halfway between the city of

Brescia and Iseo Lake.

Loved by shopping enthusiasts, Franciacorta outlet attracts, every day,  visitors from all over northern Italy 

 Between streets and squares you can shop in absolute serenity in over 160 fashion boutiques, which offer prestigious

brands of clothing, furniture, lifestyle and much more. Convenience is at home in the large Village Outlet of Rodengo

Saiano, where discounts from 30% to 70% are practiced throughout the year.

Free time for shopping. Return to the hotel, dinner and  overnight stay.

Day 3: breakfast and departure from Vaprio d’Adda to Milano (38 km).

Milan  is one of the best three fashion cities in the world, but has much more to offer.

It as an incredible heritage of art and culture, including Leonardo's notorious masterpiece: The Last Supper.

Guided visit of Milano. You'll visit the Duomo, our famous Gothic cathedral, the fifth largest in the world and then the

impressive Galleria Vittorio Emanuele II, one of the oldest shopping centers in the world, with two vaulted glass



arches that intersect with a spectacular octagon stained glass window. Passing through the Gallery you'll arrive in

Piazza della Scala, the square that houses the Teatro della Scala, known worldwide (the Teatro dell'Opera di Milano).

Some of the world's best musicians and artists  performed here. Later, you'll go to the district of Brera full of historic

buildings and "literary cafes", restaurants and elegant bars. It's one of the most fascinating places of the city. 

The final stop of this tour is the precious painting of Leonardo Da Vinci: Last Supper.

This walk touches the symbolic places of the Lombard city, art, history and tradition without renouncing the sparkling

of shop windows and the atmosphere of the historic places of the center.

In the afternoon   do not miss the opportunity to go shopping in the city of fashion!  Milano is Shopping. 

 Via della Spiga, via Montenapoleone, via Manzoni and Corso Venezia, with famous brands made in Italy .

Discover the most interesting streets, among suggestions, luxury and curiosity, boutiques and alternative shops.

Chasing the right opportunity for all tastes and availability, among the shopping streets, don't forget to look at the

city because you will cross the most beautiful streets of Milano!

Return to the hotel, dinner and overnight stay. 

Day 4:  breakfast. Free time at your disposal for individual activities and return the car to the airport. End of services.

TRAVEL IS ALWAYS A GOOD IDEA: CHOOSE MILLE ED UN VIAGGIO!

                 OUR SHOPPING LOVERS PACK INCLUDES:

CAR RENTAL 

WINE TASTING IN FRANCIACORTA

1 LUNCH IN A WINARY

GUIDED TOUR OF MILANO

3 DINNERS

3 NIGHTS WITH BREAKFAST IN 4* HOTEL

MEDICAL INSURANCE

MILLE ED UN VIAGGIO ASSISTANCE 

__________________________________________

    MILLE ED UN VIAGGIO

      info@milleedunviaggio.com

      www.milleedunviaggio.com
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